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In the past few days you may well have scribbled out a shopping list on
the back of an envelope or stuck a Post-it on your desk. Perhaps you
added a comment to your child’s report book or made a few quick notes
during a meeting. But when did you last draft a long text by hand? Paradise Found me a grip, a rip as in curl as in twirl as in: IN. Twinkle
Twinkle if you get what I mean, Mona. You fckn Star u lttle star. You
start up and down and I get so confused I wish u’d stop and settle. Is it
me, What’s ur t’issue babe, illuminate me, I’ can’t muster /mustard they
said was a difficult colour to carry off so I carry on. Yours, etc How
long ago did you write your last “proper” letter, using a pen and a sheet
of writing paper? Are you among the increasing number of people, at
work, who are switching completely from writing to typing?
No one can say precisely how much handwriting has declined, but in June
a British survey of 2,000 people gave some idea of the extent of the damage. According to the study, commissioned by Docmail, a printing and
mailing company, one in three respondents had not written anything by
hand in the previous six months. On average they had not put pen to paper
in the previous 41 days. People undoubtedly write more than they suppose, but one thing is certain: with information technology we can write so
fast that handwritten copy is fast disappearing in the workplace.
In the United States they have already made allowance for this state of
affairs. Given that email and texting have replaced snail mail, and that
students take notes on their laptops, “cursive” writing – in which the pen
is not raised between each character – has been dropped from the Common
Core Curriculum Standards, shared by all states. Deep Space Echoes
back all states fluid and hard. Hard is the word I was looking for, the
state I most enjoy on others. Is that so? That is so so. I will not generalise as general waste is towards a different container and u can’t contain
her as she contains u – just think about it. The whole the hole the holy
spirit on a weekend only and then no more than max. a shot or two. Cross
my heart and wish to cross the road to ring ur bell – end this, I see u get
jumpy. I see you pounce, I meant to say bounce. What’s the circumference of your – Pi? Same old as in less than three as in <3.1etc or whatever pi is ffs. I mean to say: u mind if I call u grasshopper? One day
u’ll say I hopped’er and she grassed on me – but to who, babe, to who.
This is my diary, so the producers shldn’t have read it, privacy’s pri3

vacy or do u disagree? Yours, etc. Since 2013 American children have
been required to learn how to use a keyboard and write in print. But they
will no longer need to worry about the up and down strokes involved in
“joined-up” writing, less still the ornamental loops on capitals.
This reform prompted lively controversy. In an editorial published on 4
September 2013, the Los Angeles Times hailed a step forward. “States
and schools shouldn’t cling to cursive based on the romantic idea that it’s
a tradition, an art form or a basic skill whose disappearance would be
a cultural tragedy. Of course, everyone needs to be able to write without
computers, but longhand printing generally works fine […] Print is clearer and easier to read than script. For many, it’s easier to write and just
about as fast.”
Some states, such as Indiana, have decided to go on teaching cursive
writing in school. Without this skill, they assert, young Americans will
no longer be able to read birthday cards from their grandparents, comments by teachers on their assignments or the original, handwritten text of
the constitution and the Declaration of Independence. “I have to tell you,
I can’t remember the last time I read the constitution,” countered Steve
Graham, a professor of education at Arizona State University.
This minor revolution is causing quite a stir but it is by no means the first
of its kind. Bengal Tiger y’all. I heard u shout. BB I was gonna say,
don’t share. I was gonna scream tbh. This is US, our world / our word
even. What’s the difference U thought wildly in ur whatnot stupor. Well
in that case, I went, and then I went. I vent as the German wld say, I
vent my fear and anger freely, but won’t harm a fly. Only playin’ as my
owner says. She’s only playin. No worries. She’s harmless. Fckn right
I’m not. Tig’er? I ‘ardly know’er! Would u like that changed, then,
yeah? We can fix that – catch a train/plane/not my mane (as that’s lions, silly!) But what I mean is: I have a lovely little pad in northern
Africa, yah? Ever been? Like Marakesh, it’s stunning. U’d love it,
lady. Oh you’d go crazy shopping. You’d have exxxtra luggage billionarities at t’airport or sth. The trick is: pretend u know no bargaining and
then out of the blue (dusty blue desert heat. Desert m’eat me up instead.
Yum) you hit them with your trading skills. There’s history to that.
Traded me in more than once but I can deal. We can all deal & u’re the
best deal of all – as in EVER. So. Oh yeh, n just in case u don’t know
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how to get there: have u got google maps on ur phone? Honestly, just get
roaming add on, it’s worth it, trust me. Trust me / at / by / to / around
/ on THIS n that, too. That being: put in the road “Stardust Highway” (to helleluJA, jaja genau. Watch out when u get to the last real
star, u’ll need but one word till the end of time: Ja.) Yours, etc. Ever
since writing was most likely first invented, in Mesopotamia in about
4000BC, it has been through plenty of technological upheavals. The tools
and media used for writing have changed many times: from Sumerian
tablets to the Phoenician alphabet of the first millennium BC; from the invention of paper in China about 1,000 years later to the first codex, with
its handwritten sheets bound together to make a book; from the invention
of printing in the 15th century to the appearance of ballpoint pens in the
1940s.
So at first sight the battle between keyboards and pens might seem to be
no more than the latest twist in a very long story, yet another new tool
that we will end up getting used to. What really matters is not how we
produce a text but its quality, we are often told. When we are reading,
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few of us wonder whether a text was written by hand or word-processed.
But experts on writing do not agree: pens and keyboards bring into play
very different cognitive processes. “Handwriting is a complex task which
requires various skills – feeling the pen and paper, moving the writing
implement, and directing movement by thought,” says Edouard Gentaz,
professor of developmental psychology at the University of Geneva. “Children take several years to master this precise motor exercise: you need to
hold the scripting tool firmly while moving it in such a way as to leave a
different mark for each letter.”
Operating a keyboard is not the same at all: all you have to do is press
the right key. It is easy enough for children to learn very fast, but
above all the movement is exactly the same whatever the letter. “It’s a
big change,” says Roland Jouvent, head of adult psychiatry at PitiéSalpêtrière hospital in Paris. “Handwriting is the result of a singular
movement of the body, typing is not.”
Furthermore pens and keyboards use very different media. “Word-processing is a normative, standardised tool,” says Claire Bustarret, a specialist
on codex manuscripts at the Maurice Halbwachs research centre in Paris.
“Obviously you can change the page layout and switch fonts, but you cannot invent a form not foreseen by the software. Paper allows much greater
graphic freedom: you can write on either side, keep to set margins or not,
superimpose lines or distort them. There is nothing to make you follow a
set pattern. It has three dimensions too, so it can be folded, cut out, stapled or glued.”
An electronic text does not leave the same mark as its handwritten counterpart either. “When you draft a text on the screen, you can change it as
much as you like but there is no record of your editing,” Bustarret adds.
“The software does keep track of the changes somewhere, but users cannot access them. With a pen and paper, it’s all there. Words crossed out
or corrected, bits scribbled in the margin and later additions are there for
good, leaving a visual and tactile record of your work and its creative
stages.” I met my girl at the “palace walls” as we used to call it. Smoking ash is were. So prince, aye, pally. Lol. Quit the games it’s principally, no need for double entendres as this was one singular action. One
thrust. One trust. Cliffcrawling. Base jumping. Third base falling (can’t
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help – can’t deal) Crown jewels on fingers, time on hands (to paraphrase
a country song. Not my country – foreign policy. Whatevvs. No nothing about all that. Know bout Pole- Izzy. But here he goes again. Eek)
But then really, crown fckn jewels in hand. Don’t mention it. It’s too
heavy to hold. As a memory as a secret as a mere tease. Au contraire,
mon ami mon I AM-OUR. Our thing is not to say it. To go about our
daily deeds not looking. Not peeking. Not ever. EVER. Saying stuff
like (spoilitall). One look at you, as in into you (I know how it works.
I know how to do it. But I’m afraid I’d have to K’ill judged that was.
That was ill judged BB. I’d never do you no harm. Au contraire. Take
this, kernal. Sir. Coronel of truth. Take it and run. Yours, etc. But does
all this really change our relation to reading and writing? The advocates
of digital documents are convinced it makes no difference. “What we want
from writing – and what the Sumerians wanted – is cognitive automaticity, the ability to think as fast as possible, freed as much as can be from
the strictures of whichever technology we must use to record our thoughts,”
Anne Trubek, associate professor of rhetoric and composition at Oberlin
College in Ohio, wrote some years ago. “This is what typing does for
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millions. It allows us to go faster, not because we want everything faster
in our hyped-up age, but for the opposite reason: we want more time to
think.”
Some neuroscientists are not so sure. They think that giving up handwriting will affect how future generations learn to read. “Drawing each letter
by hand substantially improves subsequent recognition,” Gentaz explains.
Enchanted Mist rolls on over the sea – urgh. It’s smog, don’t kid yourself. U know the whole Switzerland thing. In 1919 he spent 6 months
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in Switzerland to recover from consumption or sth like that. Wtf consumtion? Master chef calls it consomme and yet. I think it’s been axed?
As in NOT asked cos these things just happen, ey. U had to be so very
careful in those days. My bed all Lucerne red, read hot stuff when I
was there, yet bound to my infuriating sheets 247. D’you what tho. They
used to call her blue muse. Blue moon over the mountains & everywhere I
told them. Fair well I told them, but they could NOT have cared less,
I swear. Fck this sht I thought to myself. Seriously tho. Wtf – u get me
up here and then all I do is lie? I never lie to you. U say: grow up. I
say: never. Yours, etc. Marieke Longchamp and Jean-Luc Velay, two
researchers at the cognitive neuroscience laboratory at Aix-Marseille University, have carried out a study of 76 children, aged three to five. The
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group that learned to write letters by hand were better at recognising them
than the group that learned to type them on a computer. They repeated the
experiment on adults, teaching them Bengali or Tamil characters. The results were much the same as with the children.
Drawing each letter by hand improves our grasp of the alphabet because
we really have a “body memory”, Gentaz adds. “Some people have difficulty reading again after a stroke. To help them remember the alphabet
again, we ask them to trace the letters with their finger. Often it works,
the gesture restoring the memory.”
Although learning to write by hand does seem to play an important part
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in reading, no one can say whether the tool alters the quality of the text itself. Do we express ourselves more freely and clearly with a pen than with
a keyboard? Does it make any difference to the way the brain works?
Some studies suggest this may indeed be the case. In a paper published
in April in the journal Psychological Science, two US researchers, Pam
Mueller and Daniel Oppenheimer, claim that note-taking with a pen,
rather than a laptop, gives students a better grasp of the subject.
The study focused on more than 300 students at Princeton and the University of California, Los Angeles. It suggested that students who took
longhand notes were better able to answer questions on the lecture than
those using a laptop. For the scientists, the reason is clear: those working
on paper rephrased information as they took notes, which required them
to carry out a preliminary process of summarising and comprehension;
in contrast, those working on a keyboard tended to take a lot of notes,
sometimes even making a literal transcript, but avoided what is known as
“desirable difficulty”. Some starry night I ventured out. Paint the ceiling black and blue, or how does it go? Nevermind. I came back black
n’ blue, coincidentally. Bruised heart. My status quo. My natural colouring. You think it’s drugs, ey. I’m spaced. I’m always spaced. It’s
my adhd or whatever, don’t pay attention to it. Way overpriced. Borrow
attention at most. I haven’t got the dealers number as I’m sorted. At
times. It’s problematic this auto thing. I do onto myself as I try and do
onto others but it rarely works and I end up doing onto myself as I do
onto myself. Double whammy. They promise stars & the likes & I end
up – u know. No point going into details. I read btw the lines and yet
I’m dislexic. Eye line’er up & punch er where it hurts: hearts & shit. My
body’s holy as in pierced. It’s cos u never know where to put it, either, do
u. Fckn love junkie. Urgh. Yours, etc. On the basic issue of handwriting
France has chosen to take the opposite course from the US. In the early
2000s the ministry of education instructed schools to start teaching cursive writing when pupils entered primary school [aged six]. “For a long
time we attached little importance to handwriting, which was seen as a
fairly routine exercise,” says school inspector Viviane Bouysse. “But in
2000, drawing on work in the neurosciences, we realised that this learning process was a key step in cognitive development.”
“With joined-up writing children learn words as blocks of letters, which
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helps with spelling,” Bouysse explains. “It’s important in a country where
spelling is so complex! However, the ornamental capitals in the patterns
published in the 2013 exercise books have been simplified, with fewer
loops and scrolls […] They are important, though, because they distinguish proper names or the start of a sentence.”
Some handwriting advocates regret the disappearance of these ornamental effects. “It’s not just a question of writing a letter: it also involves
drawing, acquiring a sense of harmony and balance, with rounded forms,”
Jouvent asserts. “There is an element of dancing when we write, a melody
in the message, which adds emotion to the text. After all that’s why emoticons were invented, to restore a little emotion to text messages.”
Writing has always been seen as expressing our personality. In his books
the historian Philippe Artières explained how doctors and detectives, in
the late 19th and early 20th century, found signs of deviance among lunatics and delinquents, simply by examining the way they formed their
letters. “With handwriting we come closer to the intimacy of the author,”
Jouvent explains. “That’s why we are more powerfully moved by the manuscript of a poem by Verlaine than by the same work simply printed in a
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book. Each person’s hand is different: the gesture is charged with emotion,
lending it a special charm.”
Which no doubt explains the narcissistic relationship we often entertain
with our own scrawl.
Despite omnipresent IT, Gentaz believes handwriting will persist. “Touchscreens and styluses are taking us back to handwriting. Our love affair
with keyboards may not last,” he says.
“It still plays an important part in everyday life,” Bustarret adds. “We
write by hand more often than we think, if only to fill in forms or make a
label for a jam jar. Writing is still very much alive in our surroundings
– in advertising, signing, graffiti and street demonstrations.” Certainly
the graphic arts and calligraphy are thriving.
Perhaps, in their way, they compensate for our soulless keyboards.
This article appeared in Guardian Weekly, which incorporates material
from Le Monde
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